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Abstract 

Climate change and sea level rise have increased the frequency and severity of nuisance flooding 

events, leading to cascading impacts on roadway networks. While these flooding events are 

typically low impact and span only a few hours, they consistently cause disturbances in traveller 

daily routines. Norfolk is a low elevation coastal city in Virginia where road users experience 

excessive delays or are unable to travel due to expected nuisance flooding and constitutes a good 

case study location. Quantification of these impacts hasn’t been done on a temporal scale due to 

lack of data, in terms of volume data, flooding data, or hydrological data. This paper explores 

different crowdsourced data sources to formulate a data-predictive model, which would estimate 

the flooding impacts on the roadway traffic in Norfolk. This data predictive model is formulated 

with crowdsourced data, roadway features, and hydrological characteristics, and uses random 

forest decision trees to estimate personal vehicle volumes on different roadways in the study area. 

Using estimated volumes produced by this model, flooding impacts calculated by vehicle hours of 

travel incurred on the transportation network caused due to nuisance flooding are estimated. A 

reduction in volumes by 11%, and reduction in speed by 8% is observed in the spatially limited 

ground truth data. Vehicle- hours of travel calculated by the model estimated volumes also show 

a similar reduced vehicle- hours of travel on flooded days as compared to non- flooded days, by 

20%. One of the reasons postulated for this behaviour is the adaptability of the city’s road users to 

nuisance flooding, thereby abandoning trips with increased rainfall or tide levels. Based on the 

analysis of current data, there was a positive relation found between hydrological variables and 

reduced vehicle hours travelled as well, however, number of flood days assessed may not be 

sufficient to make a conclusion. In addition to the nuisance flooding analysis, this study also 

provides a modelling approach to estimate traffic volumes by using multiple crowdsourced 

datasets.  

 

 

 


